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Within the Great Silence you enjoy God Peace, God Protection, 
God Perfection, God Illumination, God Wisdom, all of the God 

Qualities that are the natural estate of your own God Presence. They flood 
your consciousness, saturating your vehicles of expression so that when you 
reemerge into the active mode, you might impart to life all that your Presence 
has charged into your Heart. Each time you reemerge from the Silence you 
might stream forth that Perfection of God — that Peace, that Protection of 
God, that Harmony, the Bliss of God.  

Entering into the Fullness of this Silence, God’s Greatest Activity, more 
and more frequently, will allow your consciousness to more quickly rise into 
this Vibration. For as you become accustomed to this Vibration and the 
Current of Light streaming forth from the Mighty I AM Presence and the 
All of God, you will remain more and more tethered to that Christ Light 
and Momentum, regardless of the appearance of outer conditions. Whether 
or not there is discomfort in any of your outer vehicles, whether or not there 
are disturbances throughout the world, they will not have any bearing on the 
Vibration in which you reside.    

Have you wondered why it is that I, the Maha Chohan, would at the very 
inception of The Temple of The Presence bring forth the Ruby Chalice Visitations 
and anchor the Consciousness and Vibration of the God Qualities that you 
invoke in your calls daily? It is so, blessed ones, you would understand the 
importance of how the fabric of your Christhood unfolds as the natural estate 
of your own Mighty I AM Presence entering into your life, and ultimately, 
conducting your affairs.

TM

In the Great, Great Silence is God's Greatest Activity
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Without the touchstone of the Truth of Identity of your Mighty I AM 
Presence, much trial and error has gone on in your previous incarnations 
and perhaps early on in this one. But now you have an understanding by the 
Charge of Light and Momentum of the Ascended and Cosmic Beings that have 
come forth to establish at this Altar an Ascended Master Charged Forcefield 
of God Momentum that you can abide within. You can draw this forth even 
in the most convoluted circumstances that you might face in your life — the 
most challenging, the most austere, the most painful, for in all cases, blessed 
ones, the overriding Light of God will lift you into the conscious awareness 
of your Mighty I AM Presence that allows you the respite, the Peace, the 
Poise of God Quality that is necessary for you to regain your attunement in 
Illumination’s Flame and bring forth the Wisdom that is for you to establish 
in every circumstance. There is not one event across the screen of life upon the 
Earth that the Sons and Daughters of God cannot address with the moving 
Hand of God, the Current of Light, and with their connection via the Flame 
upon the Altar of the Heart with the Great Silence of the Almighty, of The 
One.  

Building this Momentum within your life is the most important Attainment 
that you must garner. Your mastery of the Rays of Light, of the God Qualities 
and Virtues of the Christ will be produced by the streaming Consciousness 
of your own Mighty I AM Presence flooding into your outer vehicles and 
taking command of every circumstance, of every minute detail of your life 
and vibration that confronts you, both externally and from within your own 
lifestream! For such is the Power of God! Such is the Wisdom of the Mind of 
God! Such is the Love of God that knits together all worlds within your own 
Heart Flame as the One Heart of God! Through your own Heart Flame then, 
your Presence radiates the Rarefied Atmosphere and Charge of Light that 
perhaps you first became aware of in Akasha — that Scintillating Charge, which 
perhaps will appear as a Milky-White Substance! And yet, as you penetrate 
further with your inner vision, you see the firing of all of the Thoughtforms, 
all of the dimensions and Patterns of Perfection within the Consciousness 
of the Mind of God, all the Momentums of the Great Universal Sea of Life 
that await your Command, prepared for you to draw upon. 

And in that glorious Realm, the Intonation of the Silence can be touched. 
And you are sure that there is no movement in the Earth, no sound, save the 
sound of the Heartbeat of God holding you in that Radiance by the Great 
Magnet of The One, impressing upon you that you are entering into a new, 
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higher dimension of Eternal Life that is your right, indeed is a Necessity 
for your Path. It is so that you might bring forth the Fullness of the Desire 
of your own Mighty I AM Presence into the active expression of your life 
as the incarnate Christ, the incarnate Son or Daughter of God walking the 
Earth, breathing in the air, feeling the atmosphere of the Earth itself, and 
knowing that at any time your consciousness, by the Office of the Christ and 
the Authority of the Flame upon the Altar of your Heart, can draw forth the 
Light from the Great Central Sun to deposit into that earthly atmosphere in 
which you reside — thus sanctifying it, making it Holy. 

To accomplish this there must be a discipline of your mind. It cannot be 
allowed to fixate on those areas of life that do not represent all that the Presence 
of God would have the Christ within you impart. So that means that the very 
moment your gaze lands upon images of impurity or your hearing receives 
discordant music, just as quickly, you connect with the Flame upon the Altar 
of your Heart and invoke that Light and Momentum which you have built 
within during your Meditation upon the Great Silence to come forth and 
flood your consciousness, bathing your mind with Purity and erasing outer 
appearances with the Flame of Transmutation. Just that quickly, as though 
you had snapped your finger, your Presence replaces the imperfections with 
its Purity and God Consciousness of Perfection.

Again, no matter how much the discordant sounds may try to enter into 
your inner ear to displace your Harmony, your Peace, the creative building 
blocks of Perfection of the Edenic Blueprint established by your own God 
Presence for you to fulfill, you will just as quickly shield your inner hearing. 
And this you can do, even if you are not able to divert the sound if you happen 
to be in a public place. You need not receive it or accept it! But allow the Shield 
of your own Heart Flame’s Vibration to elevate your consciousness so that 
you are raised into a greater Vibration, an Intonation of Akasha, far, far more 
powerful than any physical sound that might try to distort your vibration.  

These are merely two examples, blessed ones, that I, the Maha Chohan, 
know well that you are faced with daily. But there are many others, many 
that you know all too well, for you are living within your own outer-world 
vehicles, your physical, emotional, and mental bodies that from time to time 
do not wish to be under the Christ Command of the Flame upon the Altar 
of your Heart. And so there is a sense of struggle that may ensue. And then 
when you allow the clamoring of the world’s noise and the unreality to press 
in upon your own spiritual centers and chakras, you can begin to see, blessed 
ones, why you must be fortified with Light!
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You must go to your altar each day to prepare your forcefield so you can 
commune in the Great Silence, to allow for the Charge of the Light of your 
own Mighty I AM Presence to fill the spiritual centers of your being full to 
overflowing so they are in tune with Akasha, with the Heart of your own 
Mighty I AM Presence, establishing a Current by which your own Causal 
Body, at the appointed cycle of your attainment, can begin to flood forth to 
assist you in far greater ways than you can begin to imagine at present. For 
until that time, you continue to be required to draw forth that Light which 
you can invoke by externalizing the Light of the Threefold Flame of your 
Heart, practicing the Virtues of the Christ and holding to the disciplines 
of your vehicles so that they can receive, daily, the Light of your Mighty 
I AM Presence, who is trusting that its Light will not be misqualified in an 
unguarded moment.  

Then, when you have proven that you are trustworthy with that activity, 
the Mighty I AM Presence is oh, so eager to open the floodgates of your own 
Causal Body so that you might have the many Victories that you have won 
over the eons of time to assist you in the fulfilling of the Desire of the Heart 
of your Mighty I AM Presence! For indeed, all desires that you realize within 
your vehicles, as you are this very moment, if they are pure, if they have come 
forth from your own Heart Flame, are truly the Desires of your Mighty I AM 
Presence for you to fulfill.  

However, this is where I must caution you. For not every fanciful thought 
or human desire that has ever crossed your mind or welled up within you is 
a Desire of your Mighty I AM Presence. So you must call forth the Light of 
Purification, the Light of Transmutation, the Light of the Emerald Matrix 
so you might know that the Purity that comes forth through you is indeed 
the Will of God, the Desire of God! And then, when you have been assured 
in your Holy Communion in the Silence with your Mighty I AM Presence 
that it is the Truth of the Law for you, you are able to give yourself wholly 
and completely to fulfilling that momentum that your Presence desires. 
This process may take some time. There may be initiations of preparation 
and cycles to unfold in your life. It may not occur until years have advanced. 
But you will be holding the Flame nonetheless and preparing your vehicles 
of consciousness to be readied for that day, that cycle, and that conferment.  

All of these things, blessed ones, and so many more, can naturally come 
forth when you have learned how to move within the Light to prepare your 
vehicles to be able, on the instant, to accelerate into the Heart of your Mighty 
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I AM Presence! For you will have done the work. You will have established the 
disciplines of your outer vehicles. You will have given your calls in preparation. 
And your invocations to the Light have called forth those momentums that 
your Mighty I AM Presence knows you require. You do not always have to 
know outwardly what may still be limiting you. Your Mighty I AM Presence 
knows, thus your Holy Christ Presence knows as well. 

This is why you are encouraged to fulfill the Virtues of the Christ so that 
the God Qualities that you call forth daily can take their rightful dominion 
within your life. Then, no matter what may be the outer circumstances of 
your life or of the world, you are prepared to deal with them. If there arises 
something that you personally must contend with, send forth the Light of 
your own Mighty I AM Presence and the Ascended Masters to enter into 
the fray! Allow for the Fullness of the streaming forth of the Light of God 
from the Great Central Sun as a Mighty Current to sweep the Earth and all 
upon it into the Glorious Blessings of God that you have learned come forth 
in times of trouble or need!

So, you see, blessed ones, the Hand of God is at the helm, always. Do not 
doubt that. Do not allow for the ‘appearance world’ to tell you otherwise, for 
it is revolving in states of unreality, in most circumstances fed by all manner 
of human expressions built up over many, many incarnations of greed, lust 
for power, and all manner of unreal, mortal conditions that play out over 
time when there is not a Spiritual Fire ignited within those multitudes of 
lifestreams! So as ever, We count on the few who will serve to hold the 
balance for the many. But to do that there must be the constant renewal 
of the Charge of Light to facilitate that balance to be held! And that Light 
streams forth when the initiates, when the embodied Christs know how to 
enter into the Great Silence, holding to the Fire of God, allowing for — at a 
moment’s notice — that Fire to displace the unreality that might otherwise 
sweep them into riptides of human thought and feeling and all manner of 
distorted patterns of negativity.

This is how you guard the Citadel of Light! And though it may seem that 
there are only a few arrayed against the many — the few, blessed ones, have 
the Power of God! That Power is Indomitable, Invincible! And you must 
understand that your Mighty I AM Presence wants you to have that transfer 
of God Power, that ability to stand in the Light as a Pillar of Fire, so that the 
many may continue on another day, another cycle, another opportunity. For 
to separate out the Pure of Heart from those karmic entanglements of the 
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past with those whose souls are filled with hatred is most challenging and 
best left to the Hand of God! Your role is to draw the Light of God forth, 
to allow that Light to so fill the Earth that it will be like blanketing it with 
Pure, White Snow of Sacred Fire conveying the Silence, not to be disturbed 
by even the snapping of a small twig by a forest creature.

 Let that Radiance of Akasha carry you aloft, charging you 
and preparing you so that you might enter into the Great Silence 
in the Glorious Momentum of All of God. As you strengthen the 
bonds of your Communion with the Mighty I AM Presence, you 
will feel the Charge building within you as Light, as clarity, as 
God Power. But most of all, God Peace. For it is within that 
Peace that you are the greatest advocate, an instrument of the 
Lord — your own Mighty I AM Presence.

Be at Peace in the Great, Great Silence of God.

In the Fullness of all the God Qualities 
I AM the

Maha Chohan


